Import of hybrid forms of CYP11A1 into yeast mitochondria.
Heterologous expression in yeast of mCYP11A1 fusions with different topogenic signals of yeast mitochondrial proteins for artificial channeling to different translocases of the inner membrane was used to gain insight in the mechanism of its topogenesis in mitochondria. To ensure insertion of the CYP11A1 domain into the inner mitochondrial membrane during the process of translocation, topogenic sequences containing transmembrane segments of Bcs1p(1-83), DLD(1-72), and full-sized AAC protein were used when constructing modified forms of CYP11A1, and the Su9(1-112) addressing signal was included to stimulate membrane insertion of CYP11A1 after its translocation to the matrix. Alternatively, to promote slippage of the hybrid molecules into the matrix, the hybrid of mCYP11A1 with the precursor of steroidogenic mitochondria matrix protein adrenodoxin (preAd) was designed. The extra sequences used for intramitochondrial sorting of CYP11A1 apparently ensured predicted topology of hybrid molecules in yeast mitochondria. All of the addressing sequences, containing transmembrane domains, provided effective insertion of the hybrid proteins AAC-mCYP11A1, Bcs1p(1-83)-mCYP11A1, DLD(1-72)-mCYP11A1 and Su9(1-116)-mCYP11A1 into the inner membrane. preAd-mCYP11A1 hybrid molecules were shown to be translocated across the inner membrane and tightly associated with the membrane on its matrix side but not membrane inserted. Measuring specific activities of hybrid proteins in the mitochondrial fractions upon addition of Ad and AdR showed that the hybrids predetermined for cotranslocational insertion of CYP11A1 into the inner membrane were more active in the reaction of cholesterol side-chain cleavage than those destined for insertion on the matrix side of the IM, the Ad-mCYP11A1 hybrid demonstrating only residual enzyme activity. The data obtained reinforce the proposal that complete transfer of the polypeptide chain into the matrix is not a necessary stage in its topogenesis, but rather persistent interaction of the polypeptide chain with the membrane during the process of translocation is of importance for heme binding, folding and membrane insertion.